JP LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS LLC.

Breaking Down Barriers

DUNS # 080273269
CAGE # 7MZV9
CERTIFICATIONS
WOSB/EDWOSB-SBA
DBE
MBE
SDVOSB
PRIMARY NAIC
561320
NAIC CODES
561320 561110 541611 611430
493110 561210 561720
493190 488991 541614
NIGP CODES
95877, 95816, 92425, 91887,
91875, 91039, 95863, 96102,
96295, 95874, 96162, 95857,
95888, 95894
SERVICES
 Project/Program Management
 Supply Chain Management
 Materiel Management Research
 Administration Management
 Training/Consultation Support
 Facilities Operations
 Data Base Management
 Janitorial Services

CAPABILITIES STATEMENT
JP Logistics Solutions LLC (JPLS) a logistics company formed to provide prime
services to our clients whose emphasis is quality, sustainability, innovative solutions, and timeliness of services. We provide diversity in services adaptable to meet
and exceed our clients’ goals. JPLS are qualified to provide the technical and management expertise that provides the permanence an organization expects. We are
committed to customer satisfaction, by being innovative, competence, and of great
integrity.

Why Choose

JPLS…

WE provide a group wide customary approach to project delivery
WE provide complete and precise visibility of project position
WE provide effective prioritization of project and program
management means to support the strategic transformation of
agendas.
WE provide solutions to guarantee the attainment of technology
initiatives.
WE provide a labor force that is highly trained, adaptable, mission
focus, and readily available.
WE are quality and bring excellent technical knowledge assisting to
achieve your GOALS . Please provide us with the opportunity to
serve you and prove our expertise in the logistics of your
organization.
MISSION STATEMENT
To provide efficient and effective advance solutions supplying
technical and expert knowledge lowering Cost, improving Quality,
raising Performance, Quantity and Adequate Timing of Services.
We do this by:
 Interjecting a solution that enhance and breaks barriers

increasing productivity.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Patricia Hammonds CEO
Office: (706) 869 -2699
Fax: (706) 869-2635
Mobile: (760) 217-7826
phammonds@jplogsolutions.com

 Consulting with our customers via a lessons learned approach
 Providing the best technical and management approach

ESSENTIAL VALUES
Customer Satisfaction, Top Performance, Innovation, Teamwork,
Integrity, Dedication, Accountability, Safety

